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Having just received the November-December
issue of THE SIDECARIST two weeks ago, it's hard
to believe that it's time for another column. In today's
mail however, our dependable editor sent me a friendly
reminder, so here I am again.

Since my introductory letter to you, Dave Hough,
President of the Sidecar Safety Program and I, met
with Northern Virginia Community College to solidify
the dates for the SSP Instructor Prep course for June,
1998. This is the first Instructor Prep course taught on
the East Coast. Read more about it in the Instructor
Corner.

Joyce and I managed to spend several days in
West Virginia at the HACK'D Invitational. Met lots of
sidecarists that I hadn't met before and got a chance to
renew old acquaintances. Good weather, good folks,
and quite a few sidecars. Life doesn't get much better.

A little too soon to accurately gauge the reaction
to my last column, but so far the phone calls and E-
mail that I have received have been encouraging. Keep
your comments coming. Help me make this club the
way you want it.

PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE

USCA President Jim Cain, Jr., center, at the HACK'D Invitational with Ed Johnson, past SSP
President on right, and new SSP President David L. Hough. Photo: David L. Hough.

I'm looking for several things for the USCA:

1. Folks interested in assisting our Regional Directors
in ensuring regional events are covered as they
occur, with some pictures and maybe a short article
plus ensuring that upcoming activities get into the
SIDECARIST for publication.

2. Folks who would like to assist me in our member-
ship drive. Need people in every state.

3. Several Windows capable computers that you might
be willing to donate to the USCA or SSP. We are
both non-profit organizations and can give you a
good receipt for your donations so you can do the
taxes as you need. This will help us in a variety of
areas of club management.

4. Individuals or clubs who might be willing to sponsor
and host the 1999 USCA National Rally. Anyone in
the South, East or California, interested?

Call me, write to me or send E-mail. I need your
comments, suggestions, ideas, and some of your time.
Let's make the USCA the National Club for all Ameri-
can Sidecarists.
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Lean-out
I may have the distinction of being the only person to

come home from the Griffith Park Sidecar Rally with a rig
powered by diesel.

I exited the rally, northbound, and next afternoon in
Oregon, some 700+ miles later, was passed by Jack Fassel on
his K-bike... but that is another story. I continued up to
Washington state, where I verbally harassed Dave Hough,
after installing the new rear tire I had hauled along. Dave was
supposedly due down south with his rig to run the Barstow to
Vegas dual sport and I wanted to upstage him by showing up
in his state before he showed up in mine.

Several days later, I was southbound. I had just gotten
out of a traffic jam in Modesto, I think it was... and was
zooming down the freeway at about 65mph when the rig
went dead. That was sort of in the middle of Turlock... just
after dark. I had lights but the ignition went dead. The
machine had just passed 45,000 mark.

I had gotten off on the shoulder of the road as best I
could, got out a flashlight and checked the obvious things; kill
switch OK, fuses OK... even swapped a couple around but
zero. Starter worked fine but no fire. Tested a plug lead and
got a few grounded sparks out of it. All this time, five million
18-wheelers are roaring by inches away.

I finally figured I'd better start pushing to the next off-
ramp (about a mile away), so off I went, pushing the rig with
the hack wheel in the dirt. You only do that so long before
getting tired, so while resting I said a little prayer and tried the
starter once more. And it STARTED! I lost no time getting
down the road that mile to the off ramp, spotted a motel and
rode right in. Got my room and the rig fired up to drive to the
room.

Got out the phone book and the nearest Honda dealers
are ahead in Merced, 23 miles south, and Modesto, 16 miles
the wrong way. I didn't have any good feelings about this, but
there was nothing more I could do right then, except eat and
get some rest.

The rig started again in the morning and I was off
before 5:00. But after a mile or so, it killed. It would run just
about a mile, then die. After a few minutes of cooling down,
it would re-start, run a mile then die. So I went along like that
for perhaps 10 miles or so... until the best it would do was
start, rev up once, then die. That's when I started pushing.
Push. Rest. Push. Rest. I was too busy worrying about traffic,
and pushing, and hardly any road shoulder at this point, to

note exactly how far I did have to push. But I did see the trip
meter run the tenths around a couple of times before I got to
the road sign that said "Atwater Exit 3/4 mile", and from the
exit it was another mile or two to the gas station where I
eventually parked the rig.

No Honda shop in town and a call to the Merced dealer
said no spark unit for two days, on special order. So I called a
truck rental place.

The lady I spoke with at the rental place didn't think
they had a truck big enough, but at that point I had measured
the rig and wanted to go see for myself. If they did, then I
would worry about how to load up the truck. By then, about
10:45a.m., it was heating up and I managed to hoof the three
miles in a bit less than an hour.

Yes, the truck had more than enough room, was a Ford
Diesel and the single loading ramp would be useless for my
purposes. I signed the papers, hopped in the truck and headed
back across town, glad to be off my sore feet.

After driving a few miles, hoofing a bit more to a few
stores to ask questions and visiting the CHP hq, it became
obvious there were no known loading docks in the area with
an access ramp. So I drove the truck along the railroad tracks
and backed up to the gas station property where there was
some rise and construction work. They had torn down an old
fence and let me use any of it I wanted, and I improvised a
make-shift ramp. After two tries of pushing, re-ramping and
adjustment, I got the front wheel of the bike in the truck, but
the hack wheel ran off the ramp and hung up. There it was,
hi-centered on the hack frame. After trying to lever the wheel
and build up blocks under it, I finally used what strength I had
left, gave a heave on the hack frame and got the wheel into
the truck!

Then, at 12:39p.m. I fired up the truck, got off the
railroad right-of-way (two freights came through but had at
least five feet clearance from the nose of the truck) and finally
headed south on old highway 99!

Anyway, that's how my Griffith Park Rally trip ended...
some 1,780± miles and three states AFTER leaving the rally,
at 9:32p.m., in a diesel truck.
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Letters..
The two letters on the previous page

were printed in one quarter scale - for what-
ever reason - no doubt because of space
limitations.  However, in e-format that does
not present any problem.  To present the
correct historical perspective as no doubt
few, if any, were able to read or comprehend
the very tiny type in the original, the same
text is presented here in normal type and
without comment.  You make your own!

An open letter to our new
President
October 31, 1997

As co-founder and past president of the
USCA. I sincerely wish you all the best in
your self-appointed and alien thankless task
of leading the USCA You will find as the
past presidents have, that the USCA in fact
has an equal number of leaders as there arc
individual members.  This makes them quite
unique and often extremely loyal to them-
selves to other members, and to the associa-
tion.

I read your opening address in the
November-December issue of the Sidecarist
and can honestly agree with most of your
suggestions and proposed directives.  But,
please do not throw the baby out with the
bath-water.  Specifically I refer to your
initiative of expanding the ranks of the
USCA by including "Trike" drivers as a
separate but included group within the ranks
of the USCA.

Sidecars and sidecarists have a very
unique position in history.  The sidecar rig
is a composite asymmetric vehicle.  It is
constructed by the addition of a "car" to a
single track vehicle to create a dual track
vehicle.  Its handling characteristics arc
quite unique and do not resemble in any
aspect the characteristics of any single,
dual, or even a three track vehicle.  The
vehicles arc developed by individuals long
on enthusiasm but short on technical skills.
Tremendous research funds have been spent

on determining the handling theory and the
practical application of two-wheeled single-
tracked vehicles, of four-wheeled dual-
tracked vehicles, and even of three-wheeled
three-tracked vehicles but for us, there is
nothing, except what we do for ourselves.

The USCA has never discriminated
against any Trike owner, and I believe we
have had a few Trike members in the past.
We have never required any potential USCA
member to drive or own a sidecar rig to be a
member in good standing. All that we re-
quired was that he or she have an interest in
our sport or manner of driving. Just as we
have owners of cars, pickups, trucks, solo
motorcycles, and even those who had no
form of motorized transportation as mem-
bers of the USCA so we should extend the
very same hand of friendship to Trike own-
ers. No more and no less.

We should have a working relationship
with independent Trike clubs, should they
exist, as we now have with clubs supported
by owners of Vintage Bikes, Motor-Guzzies,
BMWs, H-Ds, other sidecar clubs, and so on
that would be very positive.

Should the USCA throw its membership
doors open to Trike owners as a special
group, which particular types of trikes
would we support? Would it be those light
3-wheel ATVs that were outlawed as being
unsafe at any speed by the Federal Govern-
ment)? If so, would we then get to the
replacement 4-wheel ATVs, and if so, any 4-
wheeler until we completely lost our iden-
tity and vanished as just another so-so
association without direction or purpose? Or
would we support the front engine two rear
wheel drive trike powered by a supercharged
V-8 auto engine, or would it be the front
(motorcycle) engine driving a single rear
wheel as was quite popular in the 20's and
the 30’s? Or perhaps it is the three wheel kit
cars or three wheel motorcycles? Not a
single vehicle described has handling even
remotely similar to ours.
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Letters..
The types of vehicles included as side-

car units have two wheels in tandem, and
another wheel as an outrigger.  It may or
may not be powered by an engine.  If driven
(not pedal powered), it may or may not have
a gas driven engine.  They have had gas
engines, electric motors, diesel engines, or
even a turbine or a rotary engine. If driven
by an engine, the engine may or may not lie
between the front wheel and the rear wheel.
Sometimes it lies in the track between the
two wheels along one side, and the remain-
ing wheel, or even between the rear wheel
and the offset wheel.  The sidecar may be
placed on either side of the bike.  The front
wheel may be used for steering, or steering
may be caused by the front wheel and the
sidecar wheel.  The outfit may be powered
using the rear wheel only, the rear wheel
and the sidecar wheel, or all three wheels
may be powered. The driver may be located
on a saddle between the front wheel and the
rear wheel, or he may be seated between the
sidecar wheel and the tandem front and rear
wheels.  The frame may a composite of a
bike frame and a separate sidecar frame, or
it might be a monocoque frame.  The bike
might be mounted rigidly with respect to the
sidecar, or it might allow free leaning, or
the attitude (lean) of the bike might be
controlled by hydraulic or electric racks.
The rig might be designed to function best
as a street rig, as a hard track racing rig, as
an ice racing rig, as a gravel track racing
rig, as a standing quarter rig.  It might
function as a fire-truck, as an ambulance, as
a highly mobile armed transport, as a de-
liver van, or as a taxi.

The point is that no other vehicle has
rich a  history, nor may appear in as many
formats as the bike and sidecar.  Before one
rips out this rich heritage, one should en-
courage considerable debate on this topic
from the membership at large.  I would also
like to know how and why the USCA Board
of Directors strongly supported this pro-
posal and why they want to see a special

section in the Sidecarist devoted to "other
three wheeled vehicles" Surely there are
sufficient variants of three wheels inside the
definition of a sidecar, the combining of an
outrigger to a single track vehicle.

On the other hand, surely we can en-
courage membership to expand by working
with the sidecar manufacturers, by working
with all the various sidecar racing teams and
associations, by getting sidecar driving tests
into the mainstream bike magazines, and so
forth.

Sincerely, Hal Kendall. Co-founder and
Past President

cc. Committee. Doug Bingham. Past
President, Sidecarist Editor

An open letter to the new
president
Dear Jim

After reading your president's message
and noting that you offer to discuss and
listen to suggestions I would like to re-
spond.  This is an open letter to you, the
sidecar industry and the members of the
sidecar association.

You mentioned having two sidecar rigs,
etc. and that you belong to several motor-
cycle clubs. That's also true about most
other industry members.  You also indicated
that you and your wife are both USCA
sidecar safety course instructors and have
conducted some sidecar courses.  Since you
are the president of the sidecar association
and a sidecar safety course instructor, please
clarify if this means you are qualified as a
sidecar expert? As a former president of the
USCA for almost ten years I have some idea
what the job entails.

Regarding the initiatives you outlined
in your message you discussed "understand-
ing the original concept and design of the
United Sidecar Association," Jim what is the
original concept and design of the United
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Sidecar Association? The reason I'm asking
is because later in your message you have a
theory that seems against what we in the
Association are all about.

Item A

Your idea of assisting folks starting
new sidecar clubs is that they honor your
pledge, keep an open mind, and a true
“open-door" policy for all sidecarists &
USCA members. As far as I know it has
always been that way!  But now they must
include "other three wheel sporting ve-
hicles." Is that correct?

Item B

You also imply that existing sidecar
club implement this policy about other three
wheel vehicles. Correct?

Items C & D

I have no comment on these items at the
present moment.

Your idea/theory is that if they all have
three wheels they should be together.  You
encourage us to expand our ranks to include
"other three wheeled sporting vehicles."  It
certainly would bunch us all together but
what happened to our original concept and
design of the United Sidecar Association.
Personally I find the idea offensive. And the
reason why is because we arc a sidecar
association.  We arc not a three wheel sport-
ing vehicle association.  Statements like
"our hope is to begin to attract many of the
recent converts to trikes - disturb me.

Your next statement indicates that
"many of these people might have been /
and still may be future Sidecarists" that
sounds wonderful to me and I would gladly
welcome them to join - once they own a
sidecar.  If a fellow has any kind of three
wheel vehicle, you arc promoting the idea
that he can join the United Sidecar Associa-
tion and have a voice as a member even if
that vehicle is not a sidecar outfit. Is that

right?  This individual may never even
consider getting a sidecar!

Let's say this new member thinks and
says that sidecars arc dumb looking com-
pared to my three wheel sporting outfit.
How does that help the association?  Or
maybe a trike manufacturer could place ads
in The Sidecarist or be a vendor at a sidecar
rally.  I'm sure that they feel that their trikes
are superior to sidecars.  You know the
standard salesperson pitch about not wasting
your money on a sidecar because a trike is a
better vehicle.  How can they help unify
within the association?

What about the other comments where
you state "that our interests in the United
Sidecar Association are broad enough to
accept these different motorcyclists?"
Well, we would, but as visitors to our rally.
But let’s follow your theory to its conclu-
sion. (In this case, try using brands of mo-
torcycles to fit your theory.)  After all, a
Honda GL and a BMW are similar.  They
both have two wheels, have the same type of
controls and their engines are opposed.  And
even more importantly, both these vehicles
require special driving skills.  Some states
even require a special license to operate
these vehicles.  Of course, there are some
folks who consider them quite unique.

The truth is these two brands of motor-
cycles have formed individual clubs in many
cases. Their newsletters and rallies have a
singleness of purpose!  I personally have
received BMWOn for close to 20 years and I
don't ever recall reading any article about
how great a Honda GL operates.  Never can
recall them mentioning any Honda’s whatso-
ever.

But you know that life's experiences are
the best teachers.  Here's a real life experi-
ment that you can try.  Ride your Honda or
BMW over to the local Harley-Davidson
motorcycle club. Tell them you want to join
up.  The club numbers may inquire what
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Letters..
model Harley-Davidson that you ride.  Be-
ing truthful, you would say that you don't
have one.  Your honesty may foster a whole
series of questions, such as the following:

- What are you doing here?

- Are you getting a hog?

-Why do you want to join a Harley-
Davidson club?

You do have several possible choices to
answers to these inquiries:

a Yes

b. Maybe

C. NO

d. Explain why you purchased a Honda
or BMW over a Harley.  On second thought
pass on that one.

Of course, you could try to explain your
theory.  They should be broad-minded
enough to accept different motorcyclists -
just like you are proposing we do.  Explain
that we are all bike riders on two wheels.
We all look pretty much the same riding
down the road.  Now if the Harley dudes are
not understanding about your theory you
might tell him that even some Japanese
bikes look like Harleys. After all, they both
have saddlebags, windshields and even V-
twin motors. I bet you will have gotten these
guys attention by this time.

If thus doesn't work try leaning on their
compassion.  He might take pity on a poor
BMW trying to fit in.  Hey, show them a
picture of the BMW R 1200C.  Explain how
they just haven’t figured out how to make it
into V-twin engine yet.

I’d like to make another suggestion.  Be
sure to wear a full coverage helmet and
leave -your bike motor running when you do
this.

There were two other statements which
disturbed me.  They were:

1. "that these people (referring to own-
ers of trikes or 3-wheel car) like us (sidecar-
ists) have truly unique vehicles requiring
special driver's skills

2 "our interests in the United Sidecar
Association are broad enough to accept
these different motorcyclists."

Your implication here is that a trike or
three wheel vehicle drives and handles just
like a sidecar.  This is misleading.  Other
than all these vehicles require that you point
the front wheel in the same direction you
are going, their driving requirements are
quite different, especially the acceleration
and braking techniques.  Good God, man!
The difference between making a right turn
and a left turn in a sidecar is like the differ-
ence between night and day.  It doesn't
resemble anything that is required when
riding a bike.

The next concern you mentioned was
money.  It just appears like you are prosti-
tuting the United Sidecar Association when
you solicit "other three wheel sporting
vehicles" into a motorcycle sidecar associa-
tion.  When the sole purpose of this action
is to make money you arc undermining our
purpose.

You state the USCA is currently reach-
ing only one out of 100 sidecarists in
America.  Can you explain how you ob-
tained this statistic? Besides, wouldn't it
seem to make more sense to try to work on
contacting the other 99 sidecarists out there.
They probably would want to join a sidecar
club that was in fact a sidecar club.

Since you have done consulting in the
past you must have contacted people who
are familiar with the subject. Since I've been
in the front line over 35 years I am willing
to help you. Call me

Sincerely, Doug Bingham
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Hi Everyone,
We hope everyone is looking forward

to attending the 20th Annual USCA National
Rally that we are hosting. I think things are
shaping up to be a good one, with lots to do
on and off site.

We have been attending
the USCA National Rally since
1992, when it was held in
Evansdale, Iowa, and have met
so many nice people. Chuck
and Ardis Foust have become
real good friends and they were
the ones who convinced us to
host the rally. I know I can
count on them to help, and
that's what friends are all about.

1998 USCA NATIONAL RALLY ATTRACTIONS

St. Joseph, Missouri, is located on scenic river
bluffs overlooking the Missouri River, and is a
contemporary city blended with over 150 years of
history -- creating an unforgettable city of contrasts
and character.

1998 Rally Hosts, Ron and Joyce Canfield
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Rally
SIERRA SIDECAR SPECTACULAR XVI

By Neil Jameson
Again, Mariposa was a success and we have

funds for the newsletter for the rest of the year.

I thought of you all while I was eating
lobster up there in Nova Scotia, but there was not
much I could do -- being the tour chairman for a
senior men's group, I had to step in when the tour
escort got sick. Luckily, those
folks don't know my reputa-
tion and the REAL reason we
call the ride at Mariposa, a
"Mystery Ride"!!!

Thanks to all who helped
Marge Ann with all those
details -- Hue and Bill, the
Santos', Alan and Carol, Dan,
Roger and Daughter, Pete,
Bruce Montgomery and friend
and anyone we missed, and a
special thanks to those who
donated door prizes. We all
want to know where the
Michael Jackson CD came
from and if the guy who won
it has actually played it...
never a dull moment.

This passenger appreciated a few ice cubes in addition to shade.
Photos: Bob Anderson.

General view of the camping area where shade was a popular.

It seems that you enjoyed having the Friday
night BBQ, so we'll do it again and plan on a
bigger turnout. We didn't know how it would go
over, so we apologize to those who didn't get fed.
If it's any consolation, Marge Ann had a turkey
sandwich and cookies that night, instead of tri tip
and ice cream.
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Rally..
SIERRA SIDECAR SPECTACULAR XVI..

In the sun of the parking lot, riders leave machines and head for shade.
Photos: Bob Anderson.

In the shade of the camping and sign-in area, sidecarists set up camp and discuss collectibles.
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SIERRA SIDECAR SPECTACULAR XVI..

By Alan Huntzinger
We had something new at

Mariposa this year, a driving
class for new pilots, and an
instructors course to teach how
to ride. The seven new teachers
taught the 13 novice riders
enough to safely get themselves
down the road. All felt it was a
success.

We will probably try to
repeat this novice class next
year. Believe it or not, there is a
lot of information in the class
and in the operators book. After
30 years of riding sidecars, I
found there was still more to
learn. We thank David Hough,
from Port Angeles, Washington,
for leading the classes.

Roger Vise put on the
games this year. Dan and
Jennifer, from R.A.M. (Russian
American Motorbike) provided
us with a first, they ran the
entire games in reverse with the
Dnepr Russian rig. Later,
several of the instructors took
the Dnepr out onto the football
field and tried the almost
impossible... we "flew the
chair" backwards. Everyone
tipped over except me. I hold
the current record for riding a
sidecar on two wheels back-
wards, 15 feet.

Thanks to the Sierra
Pacific Sidecarists publication
for the forgoing information
which appeared in their August,
1997, newsletter.

Photos: David L. Hough.
New sidecar instructors and their students. Instructors in

front row (l to r), Henri Van Wandelen Jr., Don Paulhus,
Jennifer Joell, Tom Ridyard, Alan Huntzinger

and Chief Instructor David Hough.

Graduates of the first official "Driving A Sidecar" class.

Jerry Kotanko tells his hard-luck tale of travels in Mexico.
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SIERRA SIDECAR SPECTACULAR XVI..

Other SSP attendees are mostly normal people and hide in the available shade.
Photos: Bob Anderson.

David L. Hough is apparently still trying to dry out in the heat from Washington moisture,
while Phoenix sidecarist Tom Ridyard (left) wanders around wondering why it is so cool.
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Reprinted from the Fall, 1997, issue of HACK'D, by
permission.
By Linda Mooney

Well, July 28th finally arrived, and boy,
were we excited! My son Eric and I were to
leave for our trip to Guelph, and the Canadian
Sidecar Rally. This would be my nine year
old's first ions sidecar trip. As a single mom,
he travels most places with me, but, I've never
felt comfortable taking him long distances
until now. To date, his longest trip was the
Finger Lakes Rally in New York, from our
home in Maryland.

We loaded bike and sidecar with camping
gear, electronic video games, and portable
picnic table. Time to go, and we headed north-
west to Warfordsburg, Pennsylvania, to spend
the evening with my sister and brother-in-law.
What a relief to arrive and remove the table
from the sidecar! Eric only had a foot of usable
space in the sidecar, barely enough room for
him to sit! His left leg and foot were asleep.
However, since the table was a present for his
favorite aunt, he soon overcame the cramped
ride.

1997 CANADIAN SIDECAR RALLY

Up by 7:00 the next morning, we rode to
Cumberland, Maryland, to meet our friend and
fellow sidecarist, Lew Nalls.After breakfast we
continued north through Pennsylvania and New
York, on route 219. Pleasant riding weather
combined with the scenic route, was marred
only by about an hour of stop and go construc-
tion traffic. By 6:00 p.m., we reached Ham-
burg, New York, and stopped for the night at a
motel.

Next morning we crossed the Peace
Bridge at Fort Erie, and entered Canada. The
low spot of our trip occurred here when the
Border Guard decided to stop my friend and
spot check his belongings. Off to the side we
went while Inspectors opened and examined
contents of bike and sidecar. Was this truly a
random check  Or sadistic treatment of motor-
cyclists? As nothing was found, we proceeded
northwest on the Queen Elizabeth Way, to-
wards the rally at Guelph.

Is it just me, or are the Canadian roads in
a state of disrepair? Anyway, it became pain-
fully obvious to me that my rig was behaving
like a beached whale! My sporty commuting
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1997 CANADIAN SIDECAR RALLY..

suspension needed an update to my fully
loaded, two-up, off-camber, set up. I was
forced to pull over and remedy the situation.
Meanwhile, a fellow sidecarist stopped to
assist, who fortunately was on his way to the
rally also. Our new found Canadian friends,
Jeff, Linda and two year old son Martin, led us
to the Rally site. (Jeff later told us that our
three sidecar rigs were the hot topic of the
truckers CB communications all the way to
Guelph.)

By mid-Thursday, we arrived at West
Montrose Family Campground, one day early
for Rally sign-in. We set up camp next to our
new friends, at the edge of the Grand River,
across from a lovely covered bridge.
(Thanks for the spaghetti dinner, Jeff and
Linda!) Later that evening a campfire warmed
the chilly night, and our sidecar exploits
entertained the group.

By Friday, sidecarists of all types arrived.
It was a day spent meeting new friends and
renewing old acquaintances. A group of us
made a foray into town for supplies, and met
first-hand, the contingent of Mennonites in the
community. Horses and buggies parked in a
line outside the grocery store, and many were
seen traveling alongside motor vehicles down
the roads. I was amazed to see these quiet,
reserved people co-existing in our modern,
hectic world. They stared at our sidecar rigs as
much as we stared at their horse drawn ve-
hicles!

Back to camp, where the children were
busy all weekend with a trampoline, two
swimming pools, and a playground. Hot dogs
for dinner, another campfire, liquid refresh-
ments, and more sidecar tales, gave way to our
second night at the Rally.

Next day,Saturday, a trip to the local
Farmer's Market by 20 sidecar rigs, was quite a
sight passing through rural St. Jacob's. Like a

true tourist, I selected several gifts for family,
friends and babysitters. Back to camp for a
refreshing swim, then dinner. For dessert, we
left the campground as a group for an ice
cream run. About 20 miles later, we parked our
rigs and stood in line for Breyer's ice cream.
Kids and adults alike, were smiling and happy.
A delightful evening followed by a lovely ride
through the country.

Sunday, last day, dawned cool, and a
leather jacket felt nice for a morning ride. My
son and friend Linda and I, had a personally
guided tour by two of the host club's members
to see the Elora Gorge and river below. we
were shown several excellent views before
returning to camp.

Throughout the weekend, various door
prizes were given out. Fortunately, I won
brunch for two at the Black Forest Inn,
Conestogo, Ontario. Six of us went for the best
food I've had in years! Every conceivable
breakfast and lunch item was on the menu
including -- an omlet bar, schnitzel, roast beef,
mussels, steamed shrimp, salads, soups,
breads, and too many sweet desserts to men-
tion. It was a delicious struggle, but we all left
satisfied and sleepy. However, we were denied
our nap, because the games were on at the
campground when we returned. Children's
activities were first and, of course, Eric par-
ticipated along with 20 other children. Next,
the big kids (adults) had activities on sidecars.
Hoops over bottles, weenie bites, etc. Great
fun was had by all and we ended by dunking
our sunburns in the swimming pool!

Lasagne supper, awards, and more door
prizes followed to end our fantastic weekend.
We said our goodbuys until next year at an as
yet undisclosed location. If you enjoy a good
time, especially if you have kids, please mark
your calendars to attend the next Canadian
Sidecar Rally. (Solo motorcyclists are not
discriminated against, either!)
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Profile

By Ed Johnson
A new sidecarist, Roger Strain, took delivery of his newly

installed Velorex sidecar to his BMW/5, in May of 1997.

Roger and his wife Jill, reside in Des Moines, Iowa. He is a
deputy sheriff for Polk County, Iowa.

I gave them information on the USCA. As our membership
list is dwindling, it might be a good idea for all of the present
members to attempt to sign up the stray sidecarist out there.

ROGER STRAIN
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Expo
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Expo..
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Rally
By Bob Anderson

Riding to the Black Hills of
South Dakota, from Minnesota, this
year, I noted a marked decrease in
motorcycles on the road. In the
south end of the Hills at Hot
Springs, the same thing was
evident.

Up at Sturgis, it was a differ-
ent matter. The bikes were there
and lots of them.

Estimates are that Sturgis had
a 26% increase in attendance from
1996. And while I didn't note a
significant increase in sidecars, I did
note the "Sidehack Saloon" while
hoofing around town after visiting
the Hannigan booth at the civic
center... plus a few notable rigs that
I have seen in years past.

At the Hall of Fame Induction
Breakfast, honors were bestowed
on E.C. Smith, Tom Sifton, Dick
Mann, the Jackpine Gypsies M/C
and Dick Gilmore.

Of note is the fact that the
National Motorcycle Museum and
Hall of Fame will be loosing their
lease on the building now housing
them, in 1999. Rather than rent
another site, the Museum goal is to
raise funds, purchase land and
construct their own facility.

The Directors of the Museum
have established a fund solely for
the purpose of the building project
and are seeking contributions.
Contributions are tax-deductible
under 501(c)3 IRS guidelines.
Donations may be sent to the
National Motorcycle Museum &
Hall of Fame, P.O. Box 602,
Sturgis, SD 57785. For info call:
(605)347-4875.

STURGIS
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Races

By Spencer Bennett, Photos by Mike Dale
The Federation of Sidecar Clubs is similar

to the United Sidecar Association in that it is
primarily a communication and interchange
medium for the English sidecar clubs. One may
belong as an individual or as part of a group and
they do put out a rather nice magazine, just like
the USCA.

We got registered and met with the hosts,
Lyn and Lee Saunders of Bournemouth, in the
south of England, and spent the rest of the
evening wandering around the assembled side-
cars and sidecarists. There were many unique
pieces of equipment such as a BMW K1/
Charnwood combination that looked like it came
from the factory as a unit, a Kawasaki GPZ500/
Watsonian that carried a whole family from
London, and a BSA/Gemini that showed several
years of usage but was still chugging along. Most
rigs had leading link front ends but some had
center steering, a-la Yamaha GTS 1000, and
some were even running stock front ends. The

ISLE OF MAN RACES

Family style sidecar powered by a BSA seen at
Federation of Sidecar Clubs meeting, I.O.M.

Chinese BMW clone, believed to be called a
Xiang Shu, imported to England.
In the previous issues, USCA Southeast Regional Director, Spencer Bennett, and friend Mike Dale, have
departed the United States after three years of planning, flown to England, rented motorcycles and sailed to
the Isle Of Man, where we now catch up to them as they visit the Federation of Sidecar Clubs gathering.

usual sidecar camaraderie prevailed, although in
several languages, and we thoroughly enjoyed
the evening. We did leave a little early so we
could ride back through Kirk Michael and watch
the sun set over the Irish Sea -- a beautiful end to
the best weather day we've had on the island.

Friday was the last day of racing on the
mountain course and we got an early start so as
to get a good location. We rode up the course to
CragNy-Baa and parked the bikes at the pub. We
then walked about half way up to Kate's Cottage
and found a great viewing spot. The folding rally
chairs really came in handy at this location as we
were behind a low stone wall and we could rest
our feet comfortably on it from the chairs. Rac-
ing started at 10:45 -- the first on time start of the
year -- with the production TT race (900cc and
750cc classes) and the bikes came down the
straight by us with the front wheel off the ground
at 120 mph. Quite a sight when it's five feet away
from you! This race ran three laps (113 miles)
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Kawasaki GPZ 500 powered Squire with moon roof and
luggage rack on top.

Races..
ISLE OF MAN RACES..and Phillip mcCallen winning

the 900cc class and Jim Moody
the 750cc class. After lunch the
senior TT started at 1:15 and
ran for six laps (226 miles). The
Multiple pit stops and overall
length of the race got the pack
all mixed up and provided for
some really exciting racing
action. Phillip McCallen took
the win with Joey Dunlop
second. This gave Phillip four
wins in one TT meeting, the
first time this has ever been
done!, and a fitting end to the
TT races on the mountain
circuit for another year.

Saturday morning dawned
clear and sunny for the last day
of racing at the Billown Circuit
near Castletown. Racing did not
begin until 4:00 p.m. so we
elected to ride the island's
perimeter and enjoy some of the
scenery. First stop was the
northern most point on the
island, Point Ayre, and then
down cross the top of the island
and down to Peel, with a stop
for lunch at the Waterfall Hotel
in Glen Maye.

Got a chance to walk back
to the waterfall and the glen
(canyon to us) and it was a very
beautiful spot. Fell into a
conversation with an English
couple, who I judged to be in
their 60's, at the waterfall and it
turned out their touring mount
was the CBR600 we had seen
in the parking lot -they thought
it was a fine "road bike". Yes, it
is a different crowd over here.

After lunch we rode to

Matchless/Watsonian rig at FOSC meeting, Glen Maye,
I.O.M., with gentleman saying he had been coming to the T.T.

races for 25 years... most of them on this rig.

French registered Comete/Yamaha rig.
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Races..
ISLE OF MAN RACES..Cregneash, a living history

farm village and museum that
depicts the Manx lifestyle of two
centuries ago. We took the tour and
found it was well worth doing. We
finally got to see some native Manx
sheep, the Llantolyn, which have
four horns (what a place -- their cats
have no tails and their sheep have
four horns) and witnessed an old
fashion sheep shearing done by
hand -- a lot of work for the shearer
and the sheep didn't seem to like it
much either. They have guides in
the homes and shops to explain the
various activities and how things
were done, including the making of
the just sheared wool into yarn and
the weaving of the yarn into cloth
on a loom. We also got to tour the
homes and see just how the farmers
lived, and they were a hardy lot to
judge from their lifestyle.

We got to the Billown Circuit
at about 3:45 and were able to get
good seats on top of the fence at the
first hard right hand corner. The
bikes were going by us about two
feet away at 100 mph under very
heavy braking -- fun to watch! They
ran three races of nine laps (38.5
miles total) on the 4.3 mile course,
with lap times of 2:28 for the 1000
cc race and 2:31 for the 250's -- on
city streets. Lots of action and much
more viewing of the bikes than on
the mountain course. I did not get
the name of the 125 cc race winner,
Joey Dunlop won the 250 cc race,
and Jason Griffith won the 1000 cc
event. We avoided the post race
traffic jam by taking the long way
back to Douglas, over some
wonderful motorcycle roads, 3rd
gear and 4,500 rpm and just let it
roll! Doesn't get any more fun than
this.        to be continued.

BMW/Wasp off/on road rig with German plates at the FOCS
meeting, showing the car rear wheel and tasteful luggage.

Spencer models the proper Manx riding gear at Point Ayre.

View of the four-horned Llantollen Sheep native to I.O.M.
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Rally
15th ANNUAL POW WOW

By Ed Johnson
The 15th Annual

Pow Wow took place on
May 30 - June 1, 1997,
at the Livingston
County 4H Park, Pon-
tiac, IL, and was spon-
sored by the
Northern Illinois Side-
carists.

We had the best
weather that we have
ever had for the Pow
Wow this year. Atten-
dance was around 100.
It seems to stabilize at
this figure each year.

We had the wiener
roast and campfire,
Friday night. Jim
Fousek, Jeanine
Johnson and Ed
Johnson, taught three
people in the Sidecar
Safety Program, Satur-
day morning.

Jim Gribbin mea-
sured and helped me-
chanically, at the sidecar
clinic, in the afternoon.

The dinner ride
went to Bloomington,
Saturday night. Jim and
Donna Fousek had the
bingo party at 8:00, then
another campfire.

Sunday, the Rev.
Gerry Mestek, our usual
preacher, did not come,
and the church service
was handled by Russ
Carter of the Christian
Motorcycle Association.
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Rally
DOO-DAH RALLY

By Spencer Bennett,
Photos By Marvin Perry

The Doo-Dah Sidecar
Rally was once again convened
at Village Creek State Park,
located just south of Wynne,
Arkansas, on April 11-12, 1997.
This year's turn out was down
somewhat, perhaps because of
the threatening rain and cooler
than normal temperatures.

The first arrivals on
Friday, managed to get the
camping spots set up and the
coffee pot on before the rain got
serious. Some of the less hardy
folks retired to the cabin where
Mary Bennett and Beverly
Hardin were setting up the
official "rally refuge for wet
cold campers". This was to
prove a popular site during the
rally, as the temperatures did
not rise as the rally sponsors
had hoped.

The usual Friday night
rally meal was served at the
rally cabin by Beverly Hardin,
who has been nominated and
elected as the official DooDah
Cook! Folks continued to drift
into the camp ground through
out the evening, and even
during the day on Saturday, as
several local folks made the
ride as a day trip.

This year's activities were
somewhat limited due to the
weather, but we did participate
in the park's nature lecture and
some hiked the well laid out
trails.

Doo-Dah camp site being enjoyed by (l to r) Davied Masner,
Charley Parsons, Bill Thompson, Paul Rhodes, Steve

Hamilton, Spencer Bennett and Mike Dale.

Ural/Moto Guzzi rig in for visit.

Keepers of the "Rally Refuge" (1 to r), Barbara Lasater,
Beverly Hardin, Deborah Fowler and Mary Bennett.
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Overall it was a great
weekend of sidecars, fellowship
and food, in the great outdoors
of Arkansas. We will definitely
be back next year for Doo-Dah
'98, on April 17-19th, at Village
Creek State Park. The Doo-Dah
slogan of "no fee, no pins, no
hassles" will continue to insure
a good time for all. Call Spen-
cer Bennett at (601)393-4887
for information or directions.

Rally..
DOO-DAH RALLY..

Mike Dale's Velorex/
BMW rig. This view of

the camping area,
devoid of people, was

typical of the weekend,
while folks either kept
warm by the fire or in
the "rally refuge for
wet cold campers".

Folks continued to drift into the camp ground such as this
group with their Ural outfit.

Davied Masner, in
sidecar, and Spencer
Bennett, get ready
to make a grocery
run (what else?) at

Doo-Dah '97.
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INSTRUCTOR CORNER
By David L. Hough

SSP

Driving A Sidecar Outfit
I know there has been some confusion over

how to get copies of the new textbook, Driving A
Sidecar Outfit. We've been trying to get the book
into production promptly, but it takes about three
months before you read about what we decided at
the moment. Here are the details:

Sidecar Safety Program Treasurer Tim Col-
burn will handle retail sales of Driving A Sidecar
Outfit. The best tactic is to write Tim a note and
enclose a check to USCA SSP for the total amount
including shipping and handling. Tim will then pass
the request along to our printer for shipping. Price
of the book is $19.95 plus $3 S&H per copy for 1
to 9 copies. Quantities of 10 or more can be pur-
chased by anyone at a 20% discount.

Tim Colburn, Driving A Sidecar, 106 Peach
Street, Park Forest, IL 60466, (708) 747-0480

We've made some special arrangements for
quantity purchases by SSP-certified instructors and
those in the sidecar industry. For both SSP instruc-
tors and members of the Sidecar Industry Council,
quantities of the book are available for $9.95 in
packages of 10 or more, plus shipping cost for the
package. Orders for either SSP instructors or SIC
members should be directed to David L. Hough. All
orders, for any number of copies, must be prepaid.
Make checks payable to USCA SSP.

David L. Hough, Driving A Sidecar 93 Thun-
der Road, Port Angeles, WA 98362, (360) 452-
0901
Changes in SSP Officers

We reported in the last issue that Ed Johnson
was retiring from management of the SSP. Some
USCA members are not aware that the USCA
Sidecar Safety Program, Inc. is a separate entity
from the USCA, with it's own officers and finances.
That arrangement is for a number of purposes,
including liability, survivability, and financial
independence. Most SSP instructors are also USCA

members, but that's not a requirement. To date,
officers of the SSP are selected by a consensus of
the board. New officers and responsibilities as of
September, 1997 are:

David L. Hough, SSP President, curriculum devel-
opment, instructor training, industry & MSF
liaison,

Ed Bettinger, SSP Vice President, student database,
instructor communication

Tim Colburn, SSP Secretary/Treasurer, book
publishing and sales

Tom Van Horn, SSP range cards, instructor para-
phernalia

Joe Rybacek, Technical information

Other members of the board are:

James Fousek

Hal Kendall

Ed Johnson (honorary)
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SSP..
Faster Instructor Information

Back in 1995, when I proposed we maintain
some sort of instructor newsletter, it seemed logical
to include it as a column in The Sidecarist. We've
had a lot of interest in the column, even by USCA
members and people in the sidecar industry who
aren't instructors. We intend to keep this Instructor
Corner column going, to help keep members aware
of sidecar training and information.

But it has also been frustrating to various
instructors to wait months for the publishing and
shipping process, to find out what's happening in
time to do something about it. Ed Bettinger and I
put our heads together, and came up with an idea to
speed up the information flow to those who really
need it in a hurry. I'll send Ed a copy of the Instruc-
tor Corner at the same time I send it to The Sidecar-
ist. Ed will add other current information, and get it
to "interested" instructors ASAP. We define "inter-
ested" as those who have coughed up some money
to help pay for duplication and postage. Note that
Ed is planning a residential move this winter. All
the more reason to get in the "fast" loop. So, if you
would really like to get this sort of information
within a week instead of waiting a couple of
months to read it here, send Ed Bettinger a dona-
tion. (suggested: $10 per year)

Ed Bettinger, SSP Newsletter 513 S.
Lakehoma Pl. Dr. Mustang, OK 73064, (405) 376-
3668

We also recognize that not all instructors feel
like coughing up the extra bucks. Remember, the
SSP doesn't charge a fee to maintain instructor
certification, and doesn't have a big daddy in the
industry to support us. (the MSF is funded by the
motorcycle industry) We're all volunteers, so
everyone has to pay a fair share of whatever you
receive. We do intend to raise money through sales
of Driving A Sidecar Outfit, but we'd really like to
spend it on needs such as instructor training and
promotion of sidecar training to state motorcycle
safety programs.
Instructor Preparation Course June 1998

In June, 1997, I conducted a sidecar Instructor
Preparation course in California. And in the last

issue, we announced our plan to conduct a sidecar
IP on the east coast in 1998. In September, I trav-
eled to Virginia on a borrowed sidecar rig. USCA
President Jim Cain. Jim and I visited the Loudon
Campus of Northern Virginia Community College,
where Jim and Joyce teach both MSF and SSP
courses. Site Coordinator Claire Wynn was very
enthusiastic about the SSP conducting an instructor
prep course at their site.

We will send a more detailed press release to
instructors and others shortly, but here's the basic
information:
Sidecar Instructor Prep Course June 18-21,
1998

Northern Virginia Community College
Loudon Campus Sterling VA (approximately 20
miles N Washington DC), 4-day course: $300 (not
including lodging or meals)

Update for current SSP instructors: $150
register through: Claire H. Wynn, Motorcycle
Safety Coordinator, Continuing Education, NVCC
Loudon Campus, 1000 Harry Flood Byrd Highway,
Sterling VA 20164. Phone (703) 450-2552.

We are especially interested in getting MSF
instructors also certified to teach sidecar courses.
Candidates will be expected to provide (or arrange
for) use of a sidecar outfit during training. The first
two days are basic instructor orientation, explana-
tion of the new curriculum, and practice teaching.
The second two days will be a hands-on training
session for novice sidecar students, supervised by
the Chief Instructor. On successful completion of
the course, new instructors will be given a five-year
Sidecar Instructor certification.

Current SSP instructors must provide some
proof of certification (a copy of your instructor card
is acceptable) to be able to register at the discounted
fee. We will also provide a list of current SSP
instructors to the college. If there is any question
about your current instructor status, contact David
L. Hough or Ed Bettinger.
Physically Challenged Motorcyclists

Prior to my Virginia visit, I attended the
BMWRA international rally at Fontana Village,
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SSP..
NC, where I offered a sidecar seminar, and also had
the opportunity to meet with Bill Radtke and Larry
Lehr (Director of The Georgia Sidecar Club). Larry
expressed an interest in looking into the possibility
of obtaining a government grant to assist in training
motorcyclists with physical disabilities. For those
persons with lower extremity disabilities, it should
be obvious that a three-wheel motorcycle is essen-
tial. At present, state motorcycle safety programs
don't provide training for those persons wishing to
ride a motorcycle but with physical limitations that
preclude 2-wheeler operation.

The federal government is very serious about
providing "handicapped access". The new curricu-
lum already recognizes the differences in operation
for those unable to shift body weight in the saddle
while in operation, and the SSP might be the one
training organization which could help bridge the
gap. We don't have the financial resources to fill the
need at this point, but it is worth exploring the
possibility of obtaining a grant to obtain suitable
outfits and finance training courses. We have not
yet addressed the special situation of a sidecar outfit
being driven with the operator seated in the sidecar,
or operation of trikes.

If you have any insight into the rules, philoso-
phy, tactics, connections, forms, etc. for obtaining
government grants, your services are needed. Think
about getting involved in this serious and important
task. If you can help, or know who knows, contact:

Larry Lehr, SSP Grants, 2444 Swanson Ct.,
Marietta, GA 30068, Phone (770) 928-2111
Range Cards

You don't need a set of range cards to teach the
driving exercises, but it's a little unhandy to try
using your instructor guide out on the range in a
windstorm. Tom Van Horn has worked up some
range card sets for the Driving A Sidecar curricu-
lum, and offers them for sale at cost to any SSP
instructor. The sets are bound in laminated covers,
approximately the same size as those used in MSF
courses. Tom has come up with a weather-resistant
paper which he believes will make it unnecessary to
laminate each page. The range cards come as two
sets, one for the novice range exercises, and one for

the advanced. The complete Driving A Sidecar
course uses both sets. The proposed price to SSP
instructors is $10 per set.

Contact Tom for current information and
delivered cost.

Tom Van Horn, SSP Range Cards, 302 Glen
Highway, Madison, WI 53705-2624, Phone (608)
238-5181

David L. Hough, 93 Thunder Road, Port
Angeles WA 98362 Phone (360) 452-0901, Fax
(360) 452-5110
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Coming Events
January 1, 1998, Polar Bear Run, Harley-Davidson of Crete, Illinois. 108 Main St., Rt. #1 North of Exchange

Ave. Sign up noon, riders out 1:00p.m. Info: NIS (815)4785609.

January 1?, 1998, Motorcycle Expo Breakfast, 8:30a.m. Saturday, Great Expoteria, north corner of same
building as Expo Center across from entrance of O'Hare Hyatt. Cafeteria style, no advance registration.
Info: Ed Johnson (815)478-5609.

February 13-16, 1996, 25th Annual Brass Monkey Rally, aprox. 35 mi. southeast of Tucson, Arizona. Exit I-10 on
Hwy 83 toward Sonita, aprox. nine mi. to road to left (east) located between mile posts 50 and 49. Proceed east
1.5 mile, then turn left (north) on Marauders Trail and proceed to rally site. Info: Dave Tenpenny (AZ)
(520)883-8275 or Jack Zollars (CA) (805)9452397.

March 1-8, 1998, Daytona Speed Week.

April 17-19, 1998, Doo-Dah Rally,  Spencer Bennett, 961 Charter Oak, Southaven, MS, 38671. (601)3934887.

May 2, 1998, Annual Motorcycle Blessing, 10:00a.m. St. James Church, 9640 Kennedy Ave., Highland, Indiana.
Info: Crossroads BMW Club, Fr. John Ambre, (219)924- 4220.

May, 1998, Western Reserve Campout. Info: John (216)255-7016. Yakima Unrally.  Jay or Tara (206)631-2236.

May 29-31, 1998, 16th Annual Pow Wow, Livingston County 4H Park, Pontiac, Illinois. $6 per tent per night.
Info: Ed Johnson (815)478-5609.

June, 1998, 17th Annual Sierra Sidecar Spectacular. Info: Sierra Pacific Sidecarists, 390 Hallson Lane, Ben
Lomond, CA 95005. (408)336-276.

July 23-26, 1998, 20th USCA NATIONAL. RALLY, 01' Mac Donald's Farm, 15603 County Rd., 344, Savannah,
Missouri. Info: Ron or Joyce Canfield, 5201 Cook Rd., St. Joseph, MO 64505. (816)232-2726

August 2-9, 1998, Black Hills Motor Classic, Sturgis, South Dakota.
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Classifieds
Classified advertisers should use the classi-

fied ad form, regularly found on page 38, or
make a copy of it.

Using the ad form gives an ad 150 charac-
ters and spaces, and the advertiser name, address
and phone number are included for free.

Ads just typed on a sheet of paper, usually
tend to run close to double length, and are re-
turned to either be edited to space by the adver-
tiser, or for additional payment.

1st Time Ads
For Sale:
1985 Yamaha Venture Royal with 1994 Hannigan

2+2 sidecar, electric trim, leading link forks,
excellent condition, color - chocolate brown,
$8,000.00. Don Cook, 2405 Brittany Drive,
Jackson, MO 63755. (573)243-7511.

1982 Honda GL1100, Vetter Teraplane, excellent
condition, 20,000 miles, $3,995. Call Iver after
5:00p.m., (207)7437703. Iver R. Carlsen, 76
Pleasant St., Norway, NE 04268.

1988 GL1500-Watsonian two seater sidecar,
pinstriped, garage kept, 35,000 miles, $9,500.
Bill Neumann (561)461-7256. 6110 Silver
Oak Dr., Ft. Pierce, FL 34982.

1976 Guzzi Convert Auto w/Calif. sidecar, 13K
miles, new tires & paint, Lesters, looks & runs
great, $5,500. Efrain Perez, 455 Golf Blvd.,
Daytona Beach, FL 32118. (904)252-9829.

1960(?) Stolzenberg s/c, German, fiberglass, 4-
point mounts included, shipping possible,
(201)386-6720d, (914)258-7812n, before 9pm
EST. $1,850. Phil Sikora, 17 Amity Ct.,
Warwick, NY 10990.

'85' Cycle/Kamp camper trailer. Very good cond.
inside & out. Needs nothing. $1,200.
(610)7098199 7am-3pm weekdays.
(610)8661611 evenings & weekends EST.
Bruce D. Stephens, 841 Summit St.,
Bethlehem, PA 18015.

1995 BMW R100R Classic with Escort sidecar,
5K miles, Russell Daylong seat, Unit leading
link fork, heated grips, windshield, saddle-
bags, Throttle meister. $12,500 firm. Ed
Johnson, 703 First St., Manhattan, IL 60442.
(815)4785609.

1997 Kawasaki, 2,100 mi., red 1500 Classic
$8,700 - Motorvation II sidecar, all options
$2,800. Bob Boyd, 439 Hillcrest Dr.,
Delmont, PA 15626. (724)468-4220.

1996 Honda ST1100, non-ABSTCS, 12,000
miles, just serviced, extended warranty,
Clearview & stock windshields, throttle lock,
cover, service manual, ST1100 Newsletters,
need money, $9,700 OBO, or trade for CBX +
cash. Marty (408)253-9968. 10211 Adriana
Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014.

1977 Hondamatic 750 custom sidecar rig, set up
for hands-only operation, running, licensed
and registered, but not quite streetworthy yet.
Marty (408)253-9968. 10211 Adriana Ave.,
Cupertino, CA 95014.

1984 FLTC Harley-Davidson with original
factory sidecar setup, never been apart, num-
bers match, all original, burgundy & silver,
16,000 miles. $14,000. Jayne Marshall, 0980
County Road 245, New Castle, CO 81647.
(970)984-2828.

1981 Yamaha Maxim 650 w/Thompson Cyclecar
prof. installed. Custom paint, completely
restored, Progressive suspension, many extras,
18K,asking $2,500.00/180. Ed Gorman, 1566
Winchester Road, Boonville, IN 47601.
(812)897-0812.

For Sale or Trade:
1985 Goldwing Aspencade, 32K, Vetter

Terrraplane prof. installed, many extras - new
tires, intercom, chrome. Sell or trade bike w/
hardware for BMW. $6,000.00. Ed Gorman,
1566 Winchester Road, Boonville, IN 47601.
(812)897-0812.
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Classifieds..
2nd Time Ads
For Sale:
1988 H.D. Police model 80ci with Cal. Sidecar

and tilt attachment, low mileage with CB and
radio. $9,750.00. Black color, good running
condition. Vern Baldwin, Rt. 8 Box 16,
Harrison, AR 72601. (501)741- 5781.

1989 Harley FLTC Ultra with Harley sidecar,
helmet, 2 headsets, covers, lots of chrome,
recent battery, 35K, excellent condition. Bill
Shade, 6 Cloverleaf Dr., Culloden, WV 25510.
(304)743-0093.

1991 Harley-Davidson Ultra Classic sidecar.
Original owner, 10K miles. Upgraded interior.
CB, stereo. Two tone blue. Xlnt condition.
$3,000.00. Bob Acklin, 17831 N. 57th Dr.,
Glendale, AZ 85308. (602)4393378.

1987 Honda Aspencade with matching Friend-
ship II sidecar, two tone wineberry, always
garaged, 26K. $7,995.00. Russ Carter, 301
Columbia, Normal, IL 61761. (309)454-1993

Motorvation, Formula II, electric lean, brake,
steering damper, black, off HD FLH. Russ
Arnold, 1387 Granite Lane, Oakdale, MN
55128. (612)7312016.

1993 90th Anniversary HD Ultra Classic w/Ultra
sidecar. Showroom condition. Many HD
extras. 25,000 mi. Asking $24,500.00. Must
sell, new bike ordered. Bonnie Mazzella, 2525
W. Liberty St., McDonald, OH 44437.
(330)530-6717.

1997 Black CA Sidecar Companion GT setup for
HD FLT, Ultra, Elect. lean, disc brakes, HD
fender and wire wheel, tonneau cover, running
light, etc. $5,700.00 new. Wife doesn't like!
Asking $4,200.00. Call John (614)446-7554
(OH). John Strauss, P.O. Box 408, Gallipolis,
OH 45631.

'86 FLTC w/Friendship III sidecar, bike is #46 of
350, 47K, all receipts, Mikuni, new clutch,
stator, pipes, oil lines, hack is color matched,
elec. lean. Rick Crabb, 127 Dagama Dr.,
Universal City, TX 78148. (210)659-7426.

1981 BMW R100RT w/193 EML GT2, 42K
bike, BK s.c, assembled by BMW Ft. Worth,
red/silver custom paint, 2 tops for s/c, photos
available, $10,500.00 /'bo. Jackie Lee Duke,
3006 Teague Rd., Houston, TX 77080.
(713)60-8624.

'86 GL1200 sei, 60K, BK rest, FL bds, CB, Prog
sprs, ful inj, color matched Champ s/c + cargo
trlr. Showroom cond. All for $9,750.00. James
Eckenrode, 439 Manor View Drive,
Millersville,PA 17551. (717)872-2919

1965 R60 with 1974 R9OS engine, Steib S500
sidecar, 53,000 miles, Wixom saddlebags,
13,000 miles on engine. Lew Becker, 63380
Old Deschutes Rd., Bend, OR 97701.
(541)382-3034.

Custom 2 passenger, stereo, tonneau cover, 13"
cast wheel, car battery, BMW R90/6, many
upgrades, sturdy rig, $5,200.00. Will deliver,
list of extras on request. Will Augsburger,
2116 Maple St., Myrtle Point, OR 97458.
(541) 572-3836.
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Manufacturers & Services
Business Cards

Rates: $30/6 issues
USCA Members,  $50/

6 issues (one year),
non-members. Send
business card and

check (US funds only)
to: Advertising
Manager, Selma

Heaton-De Vos, 2208
S. Jefferson, Muncie,

IN 47302.
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Classified Form

DEADLINE ISSUE           .
05 Jan.'98 Mar-Apr.198
09 Mar.’98 May-Jun.198
04 May '98 Ju1-Aug.198
29 Jun.'98 Sep-Oct.198
07 Sep.'98 Nov-Dec.'98
09 Nov.'98 Jan-Feb.'99
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Bookshop
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